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Sara Lipe, of Makanda Township, picks a peach from her family’s orchard Tuesday in Makanda. Lipe said the drought has had a major impact on her 
peach farm. “The lack of rain makes the peaches sweeter, but the volume of peaches that we produce is a lot smaller,” Lipe said. “They’re just not as big 
as they should be.” Lipe said she has lost 10 peach trees because of dry conditions. Rose Lipe, Sara’s mother, said she couldn’t remember a drought this 
bad since she has been picking peaches.





Please see TOWING | 3
?W henever us guys are out on the side of the road hooking up to a vehicle with our safety vests on, people need to automatically show us respect. We’re out 
doing a job, we don’t need to get run over by a vehicle. 
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2003-04       958
2004-05        963
2005-06        885
2006-07      1000
2007-08        961
2008-09        957
2009-10        878
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2003-04        946
2004-05      1000
2005-06        962
2006-07        920
2007-08       885
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FS.NCAA.ORG         
Aries — Today is a 6 — Your 
family provides comfort, but 
tempers could be short, so don’t 
push it. It’s definitely not a good 
time to gamble or buy toys. Get 
serious about reading.
Taurus — Today is a 7 — Complete 
assignments and make your next 
move regarding your education. Stay 
out of somebody else’s argument. 
Trust your passions and create a game 
plan. Pay off a debt.
Gemini — Today is a 9 — A 
moment of confusion is only a 
test. If a real emergency were 
to happen, you’d know by 
instinct. Stay alert, but no need 
to spend yet.
Cancer — Today is a 9 — New 
opportunities to participate in 
public projects show up. Arm 
yourself with your best dose of self-
confidence and go for it. Stay away 
from distractions, and you’ve got it.
Leo — Today is a 7 — Take care of 
a regular chore before you move on to 
more exciting stuff. Don’t overextend. 
Begin a new phase in your studies. 
Guard against impulsive behavior, and 
avoid a confrontation.
Virgo — Today is a 7 — Recreate 
your relationships inside new 
possibilities. How would you like 
to celebrate your friendships? 
Don’t spend too much for 
opinions, even from experts.
Libra — Today is a 7 — A change 
in your assignment could be for 
the better. Don’t talk about it too 
much, but rather jump into action. 
Check and double-check the data, 
and ultimately trust your instinct.
Scorpio — Today is an 8 — 
Curbing expenses is a good idea 
(even if it was suggested by a 
partner). Don’t sweat the small 
stuff. Circumstances provide 
what you need. Travel later.
Sagittarius — Today is  a 7 — 
Another danger gets revealed. 
You don’t have to dive right into 
it just yet. Preparation is key. Stack 
up provisions and get ready for 
battle. It could be easier tomorrow.
Capricorn — Today is an 8 — 
You may encounter new problems. 
Friends offer good advice. You get 
stronger from the experience, and 
your friendship grows. Stick to your 
budget, and don’t touch savings.
Aquarius — Today is a 9 — 
Your work offers new opportunities. 
Make a list of what you have to do 
to achieve the next level. Outclass 
the competition. Resist the 
temptation to overspend.
Pisces — Today is a 7 — 
Your creative side comes in handy to 
manage a problem at work. Wait to 
see what develops, but don’t bet the 
farm. Your partner helps with a social 
event. Stick to principles and the plan.
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THE Daily Commuter Puzzle by Jacqueline E. Mathews














































58 Kitchen or den
60 Windy day toy
61 Tipsy one
62 Loafer or pump




1 Pekoe, for one
2 Charitable gift













21 Clubs or hearts






29 Long & slender
30 Lends a hand





35 Doe or stag





42 Actor Sean __
44 Pieces of grass
45 A, B or C, e.g.











55 In a little while
59 Encountered
Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved
(c) 2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
(Answers tomorrow)
BASIS HEFTY GOSSIP HYBRIDYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: The church service atop the mountain
received this — HIGH PRAISE
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
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SOLUTION TO TUESDAY’S PUZZLE
Complete the grid
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